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Question
When and where did Liebig propose his famous condenser?
John Andraos
York University
Toronto, Canada M3J 1 P3
Answer
The term Liebig condenser, named in honor of the
19th-century German organic chemist, Justus von Liebig (figure 1), is usually applied to laboratory scale,
counter-current, water condensers made of two concentric tubes - an inner distillation tube and an outer cooling jacket through which there is a continuous circulation of the cooling water. It has been known for more
than a century that Liebig was not the original inventor
of this ubiquitous piece of laboratory equipment. As
early as 1896, Georg Kahlbaum noted that the countercurrent condenser was actually first described in 1771
by the German chemist, Christian Ehrenfried Weigel
(1748-1831) (1, 2), and, a few years later, Max Speter
(3) uncovered two additional, but apparently independ-

Figure 2. A woodcut of an early 19th-century version of the
Liebig condenser (10).
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Figure 1. Justus von Liebig (1803-1873).

ent, inventors - the Frenchman, P. J. Poisonnier, in
1779 (4) and the Finnish chemist, Johan Gadolin
(1760-1852) in 1791 (5).
In Weigel’s original design, the cooling water was
confined between an inner and outer tube made of tin
or zinc and the glass distillation tube did not come into
direct contact with the cooling water but was rather
suspended inside the inner metal tube. Some improvements in Weigel’s design were made in 1794 by the
German pharmacist, Johann Göttling (1755-1809) (6),
and in 1843 Liebig, who incorrectly attributed the condenser to Göttling instead of Weigel, described several
further improvements (7). In Liebig’s case (figure 2),
these apparently consisted of eliminating the inner
metal tube and tapering the cooling jacket at each end
so that the glass distillation tube could be directly
sealed to the outer metal jacket by means of either
corks or sections of rubber tubing, thus allowing the
distillation tube to come into direct contact with the
cooling water (8).
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The large number of chemists and pharmacists
trained by Liebig, and who first came into contact with
his version of the condenser in his laboratory at Giessen and later at Munich, no doubt accounts for his
name eclipsing that of its true inventors, a misidentification that was already in the chemical literature by the
1840s (9) and which has since been reinforced by
countless apparatus dealers. Though most specialized
histories of distillation give the correct origins of the
condenser (10, 11), its identification with Liebig alone
persists in most popular articles and histories of chemistry.
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